DASHAIN TIHAR VACATION ASSIGNMENTS FOR GRADE IX
ENGLISH
English assignment to be done in a notebook following the instructions given in the PDF file.
NEPALI

!= tn lbOPsf] lnª\saf6 …emf]nfÚ rnlrq -l;g]df_ x]/ / tn lbOPsf s'/fx¿ sf] cfwf/df o;sf] ;dLIff u/
M
-s_ Ps cg'R5]bdf o; rnlrqsf lgb]{zs, lgdf{tf, k|d'v snfsf/x¿ , Sofd/f Dofg sf] sf] /x]sf 5g\
eGg] s'/fsf] hfgsf/L b]pm .
-v_ Ps cg'R5]bdf o; rnlrqsf] syfsf] ;f/f+z n]v .
-u_ Ps cg'R5]bdf of] rnlrq x]bf{ cfk"mnfO{ ;a}eGbf a9L s'g b[Zon] k|efj kf¥of] / lsg kf¥of] eGg] s'/f
n]v .
-3_ Ps cg'R5]bdf ltdLnfO{ o; rnlrqsf] s'g snfsf/sf] clego ;aeGbf /fd|f] nfUof] eGg] s'/f n]v .
-ª_ Ps cg'R5]bdf lgisif{ n]v .
…emf]nfÚ rnlrqsf] lnª\s— https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3blQrI2kIw
@= cfkm"nfO{ dgkg]{ rf8nfO{ ljifo agfP/ sDtLdf #)) zAbdf lgaGw n]v .
#= s'g} b;j6f g]kfnL pvfg vf]hL ltgnfO{ cy{ :ki6 x'g] u/L jfSodf k|of]u u/ .
$= b;}F / ltxf/sf Ps–Psj6f z'e–sfdgf kq agfpm .
of] klg ofb /fv—
-!_ d'v k[i7 -k|mG6 k]h_ cfsif{s agfpm .
-@_ Pkmf]/ ;fOh k]k/sf] Pslt/ dfq /fd|f cIf/ agfP/ n]v . xft}n] n]v .
-#_ d'vk[i7-k|mG6 k]h_s} tNnf] efudf cfˆgf] gfd, sIff / ;]S;g n]v .
-$_ of] u[xsfo{ rf}yf] sfo{ ;Dkfbgd"Nofª\sgdf ;dfj]z ul/g] 5 .
LPS:
Do a research on the topic Income Tax
Include following points:

a. Introduction of tax
b. Social security tax
c. Exemptions (Single, Married, Money deposited in retirement fund, Donation, Life
Insurance Policy Medical Insurance etc.)
d. Current tax rates for Single & Married
e. State the ways to pay as less income tax as it is possible.
f. Show an example of calculating tax of an employee who is married and earns Rs 55,000
per month and saves 10% of his income in the retirement fund and has a life insurance
policy of Rs. 25,000 as well as has done medical insurance of Rs. 20,000.
Get the information from family members, Internal revenue office or internet and prepare a
project report (Hand written in A4 sized paper)
Design a cover page
Please, start with the introduction & do not forget to mention the source of information on the
last page.
Maximum credit is given to those who express in their own words.
Go to the link if you want to make a nice project report: Format for project reports (gsu.edu)
In case of any problem with the assignment call: 9843768980 (Suman Koirala)

SOCIAL STUDIES
Read newspapers in English/Nepali on a regular basis, find an interesting newspaper article and
summarize it and make a short video presentation of the news reading and explain why you chose
it.
Send the best 3 video presentation in my email (mranakc@gmail.com)
If you have any queries regarding the assignment you can text me or call me directly
(9849417554)
The video should not exceed to 3mins.
Please go through the link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhJhQsnrsQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6J1C0vmXf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BoiiOx1MMQ
DISCOVERY SCIENCE
Fill one third of a glass with water at your home. Keep on dissolving salt in water and stir with a
spoon. Then how many gram of salt is needed to note down prepare saturated solution note down

in your copy. Similarly in another glass put water and keep on dissolving sugar needed to
prepare saturated solution of sugar. Now compare the solubility of sugar and water. Kindly click
pictures of your home experiment and prepare a brief hand written report on it with conclusuion.
Check the link below for additional help for your experiment.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95ChO2oEJPA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdedxfhcpWo
A. Prepare Periodic table in Chart Paper with the help of your Science book or you can
Google it for colorful chart.
Call in case you have any question to ask: Yogeeta Chetry (9841132168,
Chetryyogeeta25@gmail.com) / Harish Chand (9869066726)
EPH
Prepare a Project Report on any one of the following:
i. Bijaya Dashami / ii. Deepawali / iii. Chhat in the given format.
a. Introduction of Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
b. History of Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
c. Importance of Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
d. Special Food in Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
e. My Special Memory in Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
f. Benefits of Brata / Fasting during Bijaya Dashami / Chhat
g. Experience sharing by grand parents about Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
h. Significance of Swing and Lights
i. Environmental impacts of Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali Celebration
j. Suggestions / recommendations for celebrating Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
k. Images of celebrating Bijaya Dashami / Deepawali / Chhat
In case of any problem with the assignment call: 9851118466 (Arjun Chhetri)

ELECTIVE MATHEMATICS
1. Solve at least ten questions from matrixand statistics
2. Prepare a presentation about the different phenomenon that can describe the use of
transformation in our daily life.

3. Use Google map or similar application to find coordinate of different places you know. Try to
find at least five different usage of such coordinate system. Prepare a PowerPoint slide of it.
4. Try to figure out how your relatives are using mathematics (specially about how it can help
them excel in the field) in their professional life. Write a report on it.
In case of any problem with the assignment call or text: 9861684005

ELECTIVE ECONOMICS
Answer the following questions in your own words
Very short answer questions:
1. Mention any two problems of agriculture.
2. Why Nepalese agriculture is called the gamble on monsoon?
3. What type of industry is called a cottage industry?
4. What type of raw materials is supplied by agriculture to industries?
5. What is meant by credit cooperative?
6. What is meant by small and cottage industry?
7. Explain any two importance of small and cottage industry?
8. What is the contribution of agriculture to GDP?
9. What does ‘each for all and all for each ‘imply?
10. What is meant by multipurpose cooperatives?
Short answer questions
1. Describe the importance of agriculture.
2. Explain the principles of cooperative.
3. What is economic importance of cooperatives?
4. What is the economic importance of cooperatives?
5. Explain the significance of agriculture marketing.
Long answer questions
1. Discuss the importance of agriculture. What are the problems of agriculture in Nepal?
2. What is meant by cooperative society? Explain the importance of cooperatives society?
3. Describe the importance of small and cottage industry in Nepal.
If any question call 9808049897 (Shyam Lal Tolange) tolangeshyamlal@gmail. com
ICT
Complete online research on Distance Learning Apps and find out 3 best distance learning Apps
of 2021 used worldwide by the different educators, schools, colleges, and universities. Design a
webpage on these Apps listing its creation details, features, comparative advantages, and
disadvantages using HTML/CSS language and mail it to misgradex@gmail.com.

